PETITION TO THE AAS BOARD OF DIRECTORS
IN SUPPORT OF BLACK SCHOLARS OF ASIA
Submitted 15 June 2020

We, the undersigned scholars of Asian studies, call for the Association for Asian Studies to acknowledge publicly that anti-Black racism is an endemic issue in Asian studies. We ask that the AAS take immediate measures to acknowledge and ameliorate barriers faced by Black scholars in the field of Asian studies and in the academy at large. We think that the AAS can also use its power to combat anti-Black racism not only in the academy but also in the places we study.

Here, we propose initial concrete measures:

The Association should begin by convening a plenary session at the 2021 AAS annual conference that addresses anti-Black racism in Asian studies. Before and after the annual meeting, the AAS must also seek to normalize conversations about race and racism in its public announcements and communications with its members. This will mark the start of measures taken by the AAS to provide resources to support Black scholars of Asian studies and to educate non-Black peers in the field in anti-racist action.

In order to cultivate sustained commitment to anti-racist actions in Asian studies, we call for:

1) Special consideration to be given to AAS panels that deal with institutionalized racism in Asian studies, constructions of race and ethnicity, and Afro-Asian studies, beginning with the 2021 AAS annual meeting call for papers.

2) Space on the annual meeting program for a plenary featuring invited scholars of critical race theory, Black scholars of Asia, language instructors, and scholars who work on other forms of discrimination in Asia. This event should facilitate awareness of endemic racism in the academy and should include attention to anti-Blackness and microaggressions in language instruction, as well as instruction on anti-racist pedagogy.

3) A workshop at the 2021 meeting aimed at preparing Black scholars, especially graduate students, for study abroad, fieldwork in Asia, and the job market. We acknowledge that attempts to address institutional racism often place additional burdens on the very people who suffer most, but to the extent possible, workshop facilitators should be Black scholars who have experience in one or more of these stages of professional training. Remote participation must be encouraged and facilitated by the AAS.

4) Proper training of security staff at AAS meetings to eliminate aggressive policing of Black conference participants. The AAS must make a public commitment ensuring that Black conference participants will not be racially profiled and must be welcomed in all conference spaces.
Our goal is to educate and to create a welcoming environment in order to develop a racially inclusive field of Asian studies. In order to combat the endemic racism of our field, we need to grow comfortable talking with one another about race and racism. A recent study indicates a growing interest in Asian studies by non-heritage undergraduate students of color. However, the percentage of Black graduate students and faculty members in Asian studies remains dismally low. We are committed to creating momentum that will see these conversations into the future and address the lack of ethnic and racial diversity in our field. We acknowledge that Black perspectives on Asian studies are intrinsically valuable. We furthermore acknowledge that research conducted by Black members is not necessarily, nor should be, limited to critical analysis of race or perceptions of Blackness in Asia, and that the expertise of Black colleagues in the full breadth of Asian studies must be nurtured and promoted by the AAS.

We request a timely response from the AAS Board of Directors and a commitment from them that they will implement these measures in time for the 2021 Annual Conference.

Respectfully yours,

1. Michelle C. Wang, Georgetown University (author)
2. Jolyon Thomas, University of Pennsylvania (author)
3. Kimberlee Sanders, Harvard University (author)
4. Levi McLaughlin, North Carolina State University (author)
5. Helen Hardacre, Harvard University
6. Bryan Lowe, Princeton University
7. Yuzhou Bai, Princeton University
8. Evan Nicoll-Johnson, University of Alberta
9. Ng Wee Siang Margaret, College of Wooster
10. Justin R. Ritzinger, University of Miami
11. Dylan McGee, Nagoya University
12. Thomas Kelly, Harvard University
13. Mumtaz Iqbal, York University, Toronto
14. D. Mira Barua, York University
15. Yutong Li, Princeton University
16. Jeffrey Tharsen, University of Chicago
17. Sakura Christmas, Bowdoin College
18. Stephanie Balkwill, The University of WInnipeg
19. Elizabeth Remick, Tufts University
20. Lori Meeks, University of Southern California
21. Mark Bookman, University of Pennsylvania
22. Derek Sheridan, Academia Sinica
23. Cheng-hua Wang, Princeton University
24. Devin Fitzgerald, UCLA
25. Trent Walker, Chulalongkorn University
26. Shi-Lin Loh, National University of Singapore
27. Paride Stortini, University of Chicago
28. Nicholas Witkowski, NTU Singapore
29. Lantian Li, Northwestern University  
30. Lindsay Nelson, Meiji University  
31. Elizabeth LaCouture, University of Hong Kong  
32. Grace Ting, Waseda University  
33. Alex Murphy, University of Chicago  
34. Yusung Kim, Harvard University  
35. Chisato Inagaki, UEA  
36. Scott W. Gregory, University of Arizona  
37. Travis Seifman, University of Tokyo Historiographical Institute  
38. Juliana Buriticá Alzate, International Christian University  
39. Janet Louie, Harvard University  
40. Kevin Niehaus, Stanford University  
41. Andrew Campana, Cornell University  
42. Andrea Mendoza, University of California, San Diego  
43. Chelsea Szendi Schieder, Aoyama Gakuin University  
44. Shirley Ye, University of Birmingham, UK  
45. Jie Li, Harvard University  
46. Emerald L King, La Trobe University, Australia  
47. Toby Lincoln, University of Leicester  
48. Gretchen Jude, University of California, Davis  
49. Ying-Ying Tiffany Liu, Carleton University, Canada  
50. James Welker, Kanagawa University  
51. Mark Pendleton, The University of Sheffield, UK  
52. Lori Morimoto, University of Virginia  
53. Shan Windscript, University of Melbourne, Australia  
54. Jack Meng-Tat Chia, National University of Singapore  
55. Mary A. Brazelton, University of Cambridge  
56. Jia-Chen Fu, Emory University  
57. Hannah Shepherd, Trinity College, University of Cambridge  
58. Thomas Baudinette, Macquarie University, Australia  
59. Kerry Smith, Brown University  
60. Sachi Schmidt-Hori, Dartmouth College  
61. Xin Wen, Princeton University  
62. Timothy Smith, UNC Chapel Hill  
63. Felix E. Borthwick, University of Tokyo  
64. Paula R. Curtis, Yale University  
65. Brooke McCorkle, Carleton College  
66. Rongdao Lai, McGill University  
67. Justine Wiesinger, Bates College  
68. Marnie Anderson, Smith College  
69. Tomoe Moriya, Hannan University, Japan  
70. Daniel Abbe, University of California, Los Angeles  
71. Keisha A. Brown, Tennessee State University  
72. Samantha Landau, The University of Tokyo
73. James A. Benn, McMaster University  
74. Michael K. Bourdaghs, University of Chicago  
75. R. Christopher Feldman, University of Texas at Austin, St. Edward’s University  
76. Dorothy Finan, University of Sheffield, UK  
77. Melissa McCormick, Harvard University  
78. John Person, University at Albany  
79. Kristin Vekasi, University of Maine  
80. Paul Copp, University of Chicago  
81. Liv Coleman, University of Tampa  
82. Irhe Sohn, Smith College  
83. Nurfadzilah Yahaya, National University of Singapore  
84. Coraline Jortay, Université libre de Bruxelles  
85. Tomomi MARUYAMA, University of Fukuyama, Japan  
86. Alexander Zahlten, Harvard University  
87. Han Sang Kim, Ajou University  
88. Barbara R. Ambros, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  
89. Cameron David Warner, Aarhus University  
90. Lawrence Chua, Syracuse University  
91. Kevin W. Luo, University of Toronto  
92. Tristan R. Grunow, Yale University  
93. Aurélie Petit, Concordia University  
94. Julia Alekseyeva, University of Pennsylvania  
95. Sana Aiyar, Massachusetts Institute of Technology  
96. Timothy Benedict, Kwansei Gakuin University, Japan  
97. Jeremy A. Yellen, The Chinese University of Hong Kong  
98. Thomas J. Mazanec, UC Santa Barbara  
99. Hieyoon Kim, University of Wisconsin-Madison  
100. Angie Baecker, University of Michigan  
101. Kyle Shernuk, Yale University  
102. Jannis Jizhou Chen, Harvard University  
103. Tim Shao-Hung Teng, Harvard University  
104. Matthew D. Milligan, Trinity University  
105. Peipei Qiu, Vassar College  
106. Joshua Muldavin, Sarah Lawrence College  
107. YOSHINAGA Shin’ichi, Editor, Japanese Religions  
108. Halle O’Neal, University of Edinburgh  
109. Elishea A. Perelman, College of Saint Benedict/Saint John’s University  
110. William Carroll, Duke University  
111. Reiko Ohnuma, Dartmouth College  
112. Stuart Young, Bucknell University  
113. James Robson, Harvard University  
114. Morgaine Wood, University of Oslo  
115. Nhung Tuyet Tran, University of Toronto
116. Anna Yates-Lu, University of Oxford
117. Isaac Gagne, German Institute for Japanese Studies
118. Carolyn Wargula, Williams College
119. Aike P. Rots, University of Oslo
120. Nathaniel M. Smith, University of Arizona
121. Andrea S. Goldman, UCLA
122. Catherine Hartmann, University of Wyoming
123. Jeff Wilson, Renison University College (University of Waterloo)
124. Keung Yoon Bae, Harvard University
125. J. Arya Moallem, Harvard University
126. David Porter, Yale University
127. Jason Protass, Brown University
128. Sun Joo Kim, Harvard University
129. Sohini Kar, London School of Economics
130. Susan Whitfield, University of East Anglia
131. Noah Weber, National Chengchi University
132. Arunabh Ghosh, Harvard University
133. Matthew Fraleigh, Brandeis University
134. Ioannis Gaitanidis, Chiba University
135. Peter Thilly, University of Mississippi
136. Fabio Lanza, University of Arizona
137. Joie Szu-Chiao Chen, Harvard University
138. André Laliberté, University of Ottawa
139. Paulina Kolata, The University of Manchester
140. Jason Mark Alexander, Kyushu University
141. Paul Roquet, MIT
142. Casey Oliver Stevens, Cornell University
143. Alexandra Mustăţea, Kanda University of International Studies
144. Charmaine Willis, University at Albany (SUNY)
145. Pau Pitarch Fernandez, Waseda University
146. Lisa Lowe, Yale University
147. Yulia Frumer, Johns Hopkins University
148. Michio Arimitsu, Keio University
149. Doris Sung, The University of Alabama
150. Rebecca Copeland, Washington University in St. Louis
151. Chan Cheow-Thia, National University of Singapore
152. Seagh Kehoe, University of Westminster
153. Kyle Jaros, University of Oxford
154. Elizabeth Angowski, Earlham College
155. Steven Pieragastini, Loyola Marymount University
156. Noriko Manabe, Temple University
157. Michael Thornton, Yale University
158. Jennifer M. Miller, Dartmouth College
159. Pat Giersch, Wellesley College
160. Eric J Cunningham, Earlham College
161. Michelle Cho, University of Toronto
162. Aaron Proffitt, University at Albany-SUNY
163. Dingru Huang, Harvard University
164. Sara Biondi, Duke University
165. Jeremy Woolsey, Harvard University
166. Ran Zwigenberg, Pennsylvania State University
167. Joseph Seeley, University of Virginia
168. James Gethyn Evans, Harvard University
169. Sandra H. Park, University of Chicago
170. Carla Nappi, University of Pittsburgh
171. Ruselle Meade, Cardiff University, UK
172. Dylan Z. Siegel, Yale University
173. Morgan Pitelka, UNC-Chapel Hill
174. Colin Jones, Columbia University
175. Jae Won Chung, Rutgers University-New Brunswick
176. Eileen Cheng-yin Chow, Duke University
177. Matthew Mitchell, Allegheny College
178. Tomomi Yamaguchi, Montana State University
179. Michael Berman, Brown University
180. Ori Tavor, University of Pennsylvania
181. Maggie Greene, Montana State University
182. Scott A. Mitchell, Institute of Buddhist Studies
183. Ya-Wen Lei, Harvard University
184. Shiqi Lin, UC Irvine
185. Chika Watanabe, University of Manchester
186. Hyun Kyong Hannah Chang, University of Sheffield
187. Pamela Runestad, Allegheny College
188. Jotaro Arimori, University of Toronto
189. Peter Bernard, Keio University
190. Shavell Jones, Hamilton College
191. Michael Szonyi, Harvard University
192. Hua Dong, Northeastern University
193. Mariam Durrani, Hamilton College
194. William Marotti, UCLA
195. Sean Norton, Brandeis University
196. Pamela Lothspeich, UNC-Chapel Hill
197. Ari Daniel Levine, University of Georgia
198. Zifeng Liu, Cornell University
199. Shelby Oxenford, Randolph-Macon College
200. Lisa Yoneyama, University of Toronto
201. Swati Moitra, University of Calcutta
202. Robin Visser, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
203. Denise Ho, Yale University
204. Tom Mes, Leiden University
205. David Stroup, University of Manchester
206. Gina Anne Tam, Trinity University
207. Timothy Yang, University of Georgia
208. David Ambaras, North Carolina State University
209. Jih-Fei Cheng, Scripps College
210. Katherine Alexander, University of Colorado
211. Corey Byrnes, Northwestern University
212. Jason Butters, Columbia University
213. Lucetta Kam, Hong Kong Baptist University
214. Harry Rothschild, University of North Florida
215. Yukiko Hanawa, New York University
216. Colin Raymond, University of California, Santa Barbara
217. Christopher Elford, University of California, Berkeley
218. Scott W. Aalgaard, Wesleyan University
219. Oleg Benesch, University of York, UK
220. Graham Chamness, Kalamazoo College
221. Linda Hasunuma, Temple University
222. Noriko Aso, UC Santa Cruz
223. Yuriko Furuhata, McGill University
224. Aaron Gerow, Yale University
225. Gwendolyn Gillson, Illinois College
226. Dana Mirsalis, Harvard University
227. Ananya Chakravarti, Georgetown University
228. Ja Ian Chong, National University of Singapore
229. Inga Kim Diederich, UC San Diego
230. Jennifer Altehenger, University of Oxford
231. Caitlin Karyadi, Princeton University
232. Kimberly Hassel, Princeton University
233. Usman Hamid, Hamilton College
234. John G. Grisafi, Yale University
235. Robert M. Dahlberg-Sears, The Ohio State University
236. Kjell Ericson, Kyoto University
237. Natasha Heller, University of Virginia
238. Maren Ehlers, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
239. Lina Verchery, Union College
240. Nick Admussen, Cornell University
241. Lina Benabdallah Wake Forest University
242. Steven Yao, Hamilton College
243. David C. Oh, Ramapo College of New Jersey
244. Samira Nadkarni, St. Andrew’s College, affiliated under Mumbai University
245. Michael Prentice, University of Manchester UK
246. Franz Prichard, Princeton University
247. Aparna Parikh, Dartmouth College
248. Solee Shin, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
249. Stephanie K. Kim, Georgetown University
250. Kelly McCormick, University of British Columbia
251. Shaowen Zhang, Harvard University
252. Valerie Zinner, Columbia University
253. Bonnie Cheng, Oberlin College
254. Paul Viertal, William & Mary
255. David Humphrey, Michigan State University
256. April D. Hughes, Boston University
257. Maggie Clinton, Middlebury College
258. Kim Te Winkle, University College London
259. Jeremy Brown, Simon Fraser University
260. Kathryn M. Tanaka, Otmae University
261. Alexander Jania, University of Chicago
262. Joan Cho, Wesleyan University
263. Ethan Mark, Leiden University
264. Sarah Mellors, Missouri State University
265. Darian J. Shump, Florida State University
266. Erin M. Newton, University of Chicago
267. Darlene M. Lytle, Berea College
268. Gordon Barrett, University of Oxford
269. Stephen M. Forrest, University of Massachusetts Amherst
270. Linda H. Chance, University of Pennsylvania
271. Hannibal C. Taubes, UC Berkeley
272. Tariq Sheikh, The English and Foreign Languages University, Hyderabad, India
273. Jongsik Christian Yi, Harvard University
274. Chong Eun Ahn, Central Washington University
275. Or Porath, University of Chicago
276. Jeffrey Wasserstrom, University of California, Irvine
277. Rebecca Karl, New York University
278. Ann Sherif, Oberlin College
279. Chialan Sharon Wang, Oberlin College
280. Andrew Macomber, Oberlin College
281. Nina Horisaki-Christens, Columbia University
282. Patrick Chimenti, Harvard University
283. Paola Resendiz, Franklin and Marshall College
284. Jin Xu, Vassar College
285. Susan Fernsebner, University of Mary Washington
286. Berenice Guyot-Rechard, King’s College London
287. Yasmine Krings, UCLA
288. Holly Stephens, University of Edinburgh
289. Tarryn Chun, University of Notre Dame
290. Ji-Yeon Jo, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
291. Gil Raz, Dartmouth College
292. Giovana Cristiano, University of São Paulo, Brazil
293. Charlotte Ciavarella, Harvard University
294. Joshua Linkous, Harvard University
295. William Sack, Harvard University
296. Hannah Theaker, University of Oxford
297. Brooke Schedneck, Rhodes College
298. Katherine Tegtmeyer Pak, St. Olaf College
299. Pierce Salguero, Penn State University
300. Margherita Long, University of California, Irvine
301. Takashi Fujitani, U of Toronto
302. David L Howell, Harvard University
303. Clara Iwasaki, University of Alberta
304. Carolyn Morley, Wellesley College
305. Sara Kang, Harvard University
306. John Hayashi, Harvard University
307. Catherine Tsai, Harvard University
308. Phileta Pumphrey, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
309. David Wilson, University of Chicago
310. Eugene N. Anderson, University of California, Riverside
311. Toru Momii, Columbia University
312. Daryl Maude, University of California, Berkeley
313. Naomi Kuromiya, Columbia University
314. Alicia Turner, York University, Toronto
315. Elizabeth Lee, New York University
316. Albert L. Park, Claremont McKenna College
317. Marlon James Sales, University of Michigan
318. Stephanie M. Montgomery, St. Olaf College
319. William Dou, University of Hawaii Manoa
320. Mariko Takano, University of California, Los Angeles
321. Jeremy Tai, McGill University
322. Dylan Suher, Harvard University
323. Victoria Caudle, University of California Los Angeles
324. Karil Kucera, St Olaf College
325. Canaan Morse, Harvard University
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>326.</td>
<td>David Atherton</td>
<td>Harvard University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>327.</td>
<td>Sung Eun Kim</td>
<td>University of California, Los Angeles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>328.</td>
<td>Leslie de Vries</td>
<td>University of Kent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>329.</td>
<td>H.S. Sum Cheuk Shing</td>
<td>University of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330.</td>
<td>Sarah Kovner</td>
<td>Columbia University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>331.</td>
<td>Jia-Ching Chen</td>
<td>University of California, Santa Barbara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>332.</td>
<td>TatjanaAleksić</td>
<td>University of Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>333.</td>
<td>Shayan Momin</td>
<td>New York University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>334.</td>
<td>Fe Susan Go</td>
<td>University of Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>335.</td>
<td>Daniel Gold</td>
<td>Cornell University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>336.</td>
<td>Daniel M. Smith</td>
<td>Harvard University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>337.</td>
<td>Anne M. Blackburn</td>
<td>Cornell University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>338.</td>
<td>Iskandar Zulkarnain</td>
<td>Hobart and William Smith Colleges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>339.</td>
<td>Stephanie Divo</td>
<td>Cornell University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340.</td>
<td>Emily Wilcox</td>
<td>University of Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>341.</td>
<td>Frank Mondelli</td>
<td>Stanford University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>342.</td>
<td>Takashi Miura</td>
<td>University of Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>343.</td>
<td>Tyrell Haberkorn</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>344.</td>
<td>Tyler A. Lehrer</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin–Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345.</td>
<td>Tze M. Loo</td>
<td>University of Richmond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346.</td>
<td>Spriha Gupta</td>
<td>New York University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>347.</td>
<td>Ling Zhang</td>
<td>Boston College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>348.</td>
<td>Jim Bonk</td>
<td>College of Wooster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>349.</td>
<td>Jon Morris</td>
<td>Komazawa Women’s University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350.</td>
<td>Christopher Tong</td>
<td>University of Maryland, Baltimore County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>351.</td>
<td>Michele Matteini</td>
<td>New York University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>352.</td>
<td>Dia Thomas</td>
<td>Franklin and Marshall College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>353.</td>
<td>Fumiko Joo</td>
<td>Mississippi State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>354.</td>
<td>Robin McNeal</td>
<td>Cornell University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355.</td>
<td>Renee Ford</td>
<td>Rice University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>356.</td>
<td>John H. Kim</td>
<td>Bowdoin College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>357.</td>
<td>Patrick Noonan</td>
<td>Northwestern University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>358.</td>
<td>Emilie Takayama</td>
<td>Harvard Business School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>359.</td>
<td>Daniel Barish</td>
<td>Baylor University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360.</td>
<td>Julia Orell</td>
<td>University of British Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>361.</td>
<td>Sam Berlin</td>
<td>University of Bristol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362.</td>
<td>Tyler Harlan</td>
<td>Loyola Marymount University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>363.</td>
<td>Margo Okazawa-Rey</td>
<td>San Francisco State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>364.</td>
<td>Xiaowei Zheng</td>
<td>University of California at Santa Barbara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>365.</td>
<td>William Fleming</td>
<td>University of California, Santa Barbara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>366.</td>
<td>Sarah A. Qidwai</td>
<td>University of Toronto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>367.</td>
<td>Justin W. Henry</td>
<td>Georgia College &amp; State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>368.</td>
<td>Hiromi Dollase</td>
<td>Vassar College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>369.</td>
<td>Yvon Wang</td>
<td>University of Toronto</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thomas Gaubatz, Northwestern University
Jane-Marie Law, Cornell University
Christopher Nelson, UNC Chapel Hill
Xiao Han, Université du Québec à Montréal
Megan Ammirati, George Mason University
Hoyt Long, University of Chicago
Kimberly Kono, Smith College
Lee Ambrozy, New York University, Institute of Fine Arts
David Mozina, Independent Scholar
Wesley Chaney, Bates College
Dan Chen, University of Richmond
Tommy Tran, University of California, Merced
David Fedman, University of California, Irvine
Isabel Huacuja Alonso, California State University San Bernardino
Morten Schlütter, University of Iowa
Ruth Mostern, University of Pittsburgh
Sungik Yang, Harvard University
Chad Diehl, University of Virginia
Fatimaah Menefee, American Graduate School In Paris
Victoria Montrose, University of Southern California
Yajun Mo, Boston College
Kathryn Goldfarb, University of Colorado Boulder
Neelofer Qadir, University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Anri Yasuda, University of Virginia
Sonja Thomas, Colby College
Don Baker, University of British Columbia
Anne Feng, Boston University
Linda C. Zhang, University of California, Berkeley
Alexander F. Day, Occidental College
Garrett L. Washington, University of Massachusetts Amherst
Julia Clark, UCLA
Daria Savchenko, Harvard University
Gerjan Altenburg, McMaster University
Ke Ren, College of the Holy Cross
Eric Schluessel, The George Washington University
Stevan Harrell, University of Washington (retired)
Kerim Yasar, University of Southern California
Yipeng Shen, Trinity College (CT)
Chelsea Hall, Harvard University
Gabor Sebo, The University of Edinburgh
Christie Yamasaki, UCLA
Xiaoxi Zhang, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
Mayfair Yang, UC Santa Barbara
Carol Chan, Universidad Academia de Humanismo Cristiano (Chile)
Lucas Bender, Yale University
Darwin H. Tsen, Carthage College
David Quinter, University of Alberta
Stephen F. Teiser, Princeton University
Naomi Standen, University of Birmingham
Victor Roman Mendoza, University of Michigan
Jesse Watson, Oberlin College
Angela Chiu, Independent Researcher
Joshua Goldstein, University of Southern California
Virginia Shih, University of California, Berkeley
Kathlene Baldanza, Pennsylvania State University
Bryce Heatherly, University of Pennsylvania
Ariel Fox, University of Chicago
Jina Eleanor Kim, University of Oregon
Zoe LaLonde, University of Oregon
Shige (CJ) Suzuki, Baruch College, The City University of New York
Nathaniel Heneghan, Oberlin College
Sixiang Wang, University of California, Los Angeles
Rebecca Mendelson, Duke University
Navyug Gill, William Paterson University
Jessica Zu, Princeton University
David Xu Borgonjon, Columbia University
Kristin M. Sangren, UC Berkeley
Hsueh-man Shen, New York University
Radhika Govindrajan, University of Washington
Adeana McNicholl, Vanderbilt University
Cara Healey, Wabash College
Arpita Bajpeyi, York University
Bhim Lal Aryal, University of Waterloo
Lisa Onaga, Max Planck Institute for the History of Science
Konrad Lawson, University of St Andrews
Edwin Michielsen, University of Toronto
Rosaley Gai, University of British Columbia
Chie Sakakibara, Oberlin College
Lillian Wies, University of Maryland, College Park
Sharon Hayashi, York University
Sabika Zaidi, York Centre for Asian Research, York University
Anthony Stott, University of Chicago
Sachiko Kondo, Oberlin College
Casey Lee, University of Florida
Ariel Chan, University of California, Los Angeles
Eli Friedman, Cornell University
Sigrid Schmalzer, University of Massachusetts Amherst
Kimberly Roberts, York Centre for Asian Research, York University
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>458</td>
<td>Jerry Zee</td>
<td>Princeton University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>459</td>
<td>Allan C Simpson</td>
<td>SOAS University of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>460</td>
<td>Colin Jaundrill</td>
<td>Providence College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>461</td>
<td>Sandrine Catris</td>
<td>Augusta University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>462</td>
<td>Ravi Arvind Palat</td>
<td>Binghamton University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>463</td>
<td>Stephen Campbell</td>
<td>Nanyang Technological University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>464</td>
<td>Sheheryar Ahmed</td>
<td>York Centre for Asian Research, York University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>465</td>
<td>Tomoe Otsuki</td>
<td>University of California, Berkeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>466</td>
<td>Hun Kim</td>
<td>University of California, Irvine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>467</td>
<td>Jean Wong</td>
<td>Columbia University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>468</td>
<td>Alan Christy</td>
<td>UC Santa Cruz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>469</td>
<td>Kay Duffy</td>
<td>University of British Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470</td>
<td>Anandi Silva Knuppel</td>
<td>Lawrence University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>471</td>
<td>Maarika Rickansrud</td>
<td>UCLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>472</td>
<td>Emily Baum</td>
<td>University of California, Irvine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>473</td>
<td>Jennifer Hough</td>
<td>SOAS University of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>474</td>
<td>Shoya Unoda</td>
<td>Osaka University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>475</td>
<td>Carl Gabrielson</td>
<td>University of California, Santa Barbara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>476</td>
<td>Tashi Ghale</td>
<td>Washington University in Saint Louis, Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>477</td>
<td>Kristina Hodelin</td>
<td>Radboud University Nijmegen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>478</td>
<td>Thomas C. Burnham</td>
<td>University of Oxford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>479</td>
<td>Jiayi Chen</td>
<td>University of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>480</td>
<td>Nga Dao</td>
<td>York University, Toronto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>481</td>
<td>Hana Lethen</td>
<td>Columbia University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>482</td>
<td>Roy Chan</td>
<td>University of Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>483</td>
<td>Jonathan Wroot</td>
<td>University of Greenwich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>484</td>
<td>Christopher P. Atwood</td>
<td>University of Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>485</td>
<td>Yuan Yi</td>
<td>Columbia University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>486</td>
<td>Daniel M. Stuart</td>
<td>University of South Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>487</td>
<td>Deepa Venkatesan</td>
<td>York University, Toronto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>488</td>
<td>Mercedes Valmisa</td>
<td>Gettysburg College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>489</td>
<td>Brian White</td>
<td>University of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>490</td>
<td>Anne Rebull</td>
<td>University of Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>491</td>
<td>Justin Patch</td>
<td>Vassar College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>492</td>
<td>Joshua Freeman</td>
<td>Princeton University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>493</td>
<td>Guangtian Ha</td>
<td>Haverford College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>494</td>
<td>Soe Myint Aung</td>
<td>University of Oslo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>495</td>
<td>Gavin Healy</td>
<td>Columbia University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>496</td>
<td>Supriya Gandhi</td>
<td>Yale University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>497</td>
<td>Hans Kristoffer Andersen Graff</td>
<td>Harvard University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>498</td>
<td>William Julian</td>
<td>Harvard University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>499</td>
<td>Daniel Knorr</td>
<td>University of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>Mathieu Berbiguier</td>
<td>UCLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501</td>
<td>Dohee Kang</td>
<td>Georgetown University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
502. Tianran Hang, Columbia University
503. Alexander Sogo, Columbia University
504. Nathan Hopson, Nagoya University
505. Rosa Vieira de Almeida, Leiden University
506. Nicole Richardson, University of South Carolina Upstate
507. Sean Marsh, University of South Carolina Upstate
508. HeeJin Lee, UCLA
509. Wing-kai To, Bridgewater State University
510. Rachel Rothenberg, University of Washington
511. Chui Wa Ho, New York University
512. Ying Zhang, Ohio State University
513. Su George, Cornell University
514. John D’Amico, Yale University
515. Pow Camacho-Lemus, UCLA
516. Rustin Gates, Bradley University
517. Ga Young Chung, University of California Davis
518. Alison Bailey, University of British Columbia
519. Mary McCarthy, Drake University
520. Tatiana Linkhoeva, New York University
521. T. Joshua Young, Cornell University
522. John Namjun Kim, University of California, Riverside
523. John Chen, Columbia University
524. Catherine Provenzano, University of California Los Angeles
525. Karishma Desai, Rutgers University
526. Natasha Raheja, Cornell University
527. Kemi Adewalure, Cornell University
528. Yu Zhou, Vassar College
529. Zhi Ming Sim, York University
530. Aleksandar Boskovic, Columbia University
531. Jeff Richey, Berea College
532. Enakshi Dua, York University
533. Faye Lu, UCLA
534. Travis Workman, University of Minnesota
535. Nicholas Loubere, Lund University
536. Elise Huerta, Stanford University
537. Todd A. Henry, UCSD
538. Danica Truscott, UCLA
539. Charles DiSimone, Ghent University
540. Noa Nahmias, York University, Toronto
541. Michelle McCoy, University of Pittsburgh
542. Alexander O. Hsu, University of Notre Dame
543. James D. Hillmer, UCLA
544. Tina Lu, Yale University
545. Song Yeol Han, Dickinson College
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546. Hong Kal, York University
547. Abidin Kusno, York University
548. Emiko Stock, Hamilton College
549. Heather Blair, Indiana University
550. Si Nae Park, Harvard University
551. Catherine Ryu, Michigan State University
552. Naia Poyer, Harvard Divinity School ’18
553. Kirsten Ziomek, Adelphi University
554. Kajjun Chen, Brown University
555. Justin Stein, Kwantlen Polytechnic University
556. Brian A. Horton, Brandeis University
557. Hanno Lecher, Heidelberg University, Germany
558. Rebecca Nedostup, Brown University
559. Tomiko Yoda, Harvard University
560. Marc Steinberg, Concordia University
561. Ryan Buyco, Colorado College
562. Robert Burgos, University of Chicago
563. Atsumi Nakao, University of British Columbia
564. Jeff Schroeder, University of Oregon
565. William Dunkel, University of California, Irvine
566. David Boyd, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
567. Ayaka Yoshimizu, University of British Columbia
568. Kaitlyn Ugoretz, University of California, Santa Barbara
569. Anayvelyse Allen-Mossman, Columbia University
570. Paulina Hartono, University of California, Berkeley
571. Jessica D. Moyer, Smith College
572. Victoria Lupascu, Pennsylvania State University
573. Kori Cooper, Columbia University
574. Joanna Linzer, Yale University
575. Hyun Joo Sandy Oh, University of California, Irvine
576. Thiti Jamkajornkieat, University of California, Berkeley
577. Sasha Chanko, Stanford University
578. Ayelet Zohar, Tel Aviv University
579. Bryce Barros, Texas A&M University
580. Douglas Gabriel, Harvard University
581. Amelia Bonea, University of Heidelberg
582. Mycah Braxton, Harvard University
583. Mu-Lung Hsu, Arizona State University
584. Matthew W. Mosca, University of Washington
585. Benny Shaffer, Harvard University
586. Jeffrey Bayliss, Trinity College (CT)
587. Thomas Gimbel, University of Chicago
588. Edward Kamens, Yale University
589. Toshiyuki Ohwada, Keio University
590. Rebecca Hall, University of Southern California, Pacific Asia Museum
591. Torquil Duthie, UCLA
592. Ying Qian, Columbia University
593. Joshua Hubbard, William & Mary
594. Eloise Wright, University of Michigan
595. Yasuko Akiyama, Indiana University
596. Dáša Pejchar Mortensen, Davidson College
597. Kun Huang, Cornell University
598. Jeffrey Moser, Brown University
599. Aminda Smith, Michigan State University
600. D. Max Moerman, Barnard College, Columbia University
601. Erica Baffelli, The University of Manchester
602. Niall Chithelen, University of California, San Diego
603. Kelly Chan, University of British Columbia ‘20, McGill University
604. K.T. Ewing, Tennessee State University
605. Kelvin Ng, Yale University
606. Evelyn Hu-DeHart, Brown University
607. Jingya Guo, Cornell University
608. Veronika Kusumaryati, Harvard University
609. Daniel Botsman, Yale University
610. Ian Miller, Harvard University
611. Jessa Dahl, University of Chicago
612. David Sheng, Cornell University
613. Thomas Chan, University of California, San Diego
614. Eunike G. Setiadarma, Northwestern University
615. Yao Wu, Smith College
616. Noriko Morisue, Yale University
617. Christopher Bjork, Vassar College
618. Manasvin Rajagopalan, University of California, Davis
619. Nicole Öhlschläger, Heidelberg University, Germany
620. Rosalind Rothwell, Duke University
621. Jessica Main, University of British Columbia
622. Youngoh Jung, University of California, San Diego
623. Jesse LeFebvre, Harvard University
624. Margaret Bodemer, Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
625. Takuya Tsunoda, Columbia University
626. Andrew Harding, Cornell University
627. Sophie Bowman, University of Toronto
628. Aynne Kokas, University of Virginia
629. Benjamin Kletzer, University of California, San Diego
630. Nicolas Sternsdorff-Cisterna, Southern Methodist University
631. Suyoung Son, Cornell University
632. Jenny Chio, University of Southern California
633. Hongwei Thorn Chen, Tulane University
Kanjana Hubik Thepbiriruk, Northern Illinois University
Da In Choi, UCLA
Robert Cliver, Humboldt State University
Robert Hegwood, Harvard University
Zhuoyi Wang, Hamilton College
Erin O’Halloran, University of Toronto
David Blatter, Cornell University
Wakako Suzuki, Bard College
Hilde De Weerdt, Leiden University
Kate Lingley, University of Hawai’i at Mānoa
Charles Gilbert, Cornell University
Jaylene Laturnas, University of British Columbia
Adam Bronson, Durham University
Chencong Zhu, Cornell University
Chris Courtney, Durham University
Alexander Evans, Kyushu University
Ashley Shiyen Sun, University of California San Diego
Megan Whitney, York University
Stanley Thangaraj, City College of New York
Jon P Holt, Portland State University
Seungsook Moon, Vassar College
Elizabeth Lord, Brown University
Samuel Perry, Brown University
Ryūichi Abé, Harvard University
Jenny Wang Medina, Emory University
Aingeru Aroz, Sophia University
Earl Jackson, Emeritus, University of California, Santa Cruz
Elena Shih, Brown University
Gerald Roche, La Trobe University
Zhiqiu Benson Zhou, Northwestern University
Çağil Harmandar, Tokyo University of the Arts
Faizah Zakaria, Nanyang Technological University
Kristin Sivak, University of Toronto
Sandeep Singh, University of New South Wales
Dustin Wright, California State University, Monterey Bay
Doug Slaymaker, University of Kentucky
Jingling Chen, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Emma Cook, Hokkaido University
Kristian Petersen, Old Dominion University
Che-ying Hsu, New York University
Mårten Söderblom Saarela, Academia Sinica
Heather Mellquist Lehto, University of Hawai’i at Manoa
Ruoyu Li, Johns Hopkins University
Jessica Soedirgo, University of Toronto
Aaron Glasserman, Columbia University
Robert Bryant, Tennessee State University
Wenqing Kang, Cleveland State University
Mengmeng Liu, University of Iowa
Cindy Nguyen, Brown University
Luke Waring, University of Texas at Austin
Oliver White, Columbia University
Tyler Walker, Kalamazoo College
Javier Cha, Seoul National University
Richard Nance, Indiana University
Jessica Morgan-Brown, University of Toronto
Eri Kitada, Rutgers University-New Brunswick
Nate Shockey, Bard College
Linda Grove, Sophia University
Kaori Yoshida, Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University
Aaron Huang, Harvard University
Heng Du, University of Arizona
Stefanie Thomas, Ohio State University
Stephanie H. Tung, Peabody Essex Museum
Bharat Venkat, UCLA
Michel Hockx, University of Notre Dame
Elizabeth Noelle Tinsley, University of California, Irvine
Jayde Lin Roberts, UNSW Sydney
Lin Li, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Erica M. Larson, Hanover College
Joshua Hill, Ohio University
Misako Suzuki, Cornell University
Naoki Sakai, Cornell University
Hyejoo Lee, University of Southern California
Yidi Wu, Elon University
Darren Wan, Cornell University
Keisuke Yamada, University of Pennsylvania
Emily Yeh, University of Colorado Boulder
P. Kerim Friedman, NDHU Taiwan
Drisana Misra, Yale University
Kim Mc Nelly, UCLA
Andrew Gordon, Harvard University
Elliott Prasse-Freeman, National University of Singapore
Frank Clements, University of British Columbia
Boya Ouyang, Harvard University
Dagmar Schwerk, University of British Columbia
Yukio Lippit, Harvard University
Timothy Unverzagt Goddard, The University of Hong Kong
Eli Elinoff, Victoria University of Wellington
722. Tyler Gleason, University of Melbourne, Australia
723. Andrew F. Jones, University of California, Berkeley
724. Wen-shing Chou, Hunter College, City University of New York
725. Christina Laffin, University of British Columbia
726. Charles A. Laughlin, University of Virginia
727. Carole McGranahan, University of Colorado
728. Emily Anderson, UCLA ‘10
729. Ai-Ting Chung, University of Oregon
730. Zilin Zhou, University of British Columbia
731. Graham Webster, Stanford University
732. Charles B. Jones, The Catholic University of America
733. Eyal Aviv, George Washington University
734. Jeffrey J. Hall, Waseda University
735. Nathaniel R Lovdahl, Yale University
736. Sonya Lee, University of Southern California
737. Karma Lekshe Tsomo, University of San Diego
738. Jiwon Ham. School of the Art Institute of Chicago ‘20
739. Abhishek Nanavati, Georgetown University
740. Spencer Cohen, The University of Tokyo
741. Andrew Way Leong, University of California, Berkeley
742. Aditya N. Bhattacharjee, University of Pennsylvania
743. Sandy Xu, University of California, Los Angeles
744. Anne McKnight, University of California, Riverside
745. Matthew Reeder, National University of Singapore
746. Kin Cheung, Moravian College
747. Ian Cipperly, University of Chicago
748. Neel Thakkar, Princeton University
749. Pei-ling Huang, Harvard University
750. Carolina Ramirez, COES/Universidad de Chile
751. FUKUNAGA Masaaki, The Center for South Asian Studies, Gifu Women’s University
752. May-lee Chai, San Francisco State University
753. Gayla Freeman, independent scholar
754. Shireen Hamza, Harvard University
755. M. Middlebrooks, National Sun Yat-sen University
756. Charles Mehl, Mae Fah Luang Foundation, Bangkok
757. Abigail Coplin, Vassar College
758. Mary Shelton, Tennessee State University
759. Anthony Lovenheim Irwin, Cornell University
760. Samee Siddiqui, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
761. Chien-Wen Kung, National University of Singapore
762. Lily Wong, American University
763. Mi Hyun Yoon, Rutgers University-Newark
764. Sujata Mody, North Carolina State University
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765. Matthew Hayes, University of California, Los Angeles
766. Royce Novak, University of Wisconsin-Madison
767. Shatrunjay Mall, University of Wisconsin-Madison
768. Megan Beckerich, University of Chicago ‘19
769. Ya Zuo, Bowdoin College
770. Samuel Chan, New York University
771. Tommaso Barbetta, The University of Tokyo
772. Johnathan Flowers, Worcester State University
773. Alexandra Dalferro, Cornell University
774. Matthew D. McMullen, Nanzan Institute for Religion and Culture, Nagoya, Japan
775. Melissa Van Wyk, University of California, Berkeley
776. Mui Kato, Goldsmiths College
777. Carolyn Stevens, Monash University
778. Brian V. Sengdala, Cornell University
779. Nancy G. Lin, University of California, Berkeley
780. Hasan Siddiqui, University of British Columbia
781. Naveena Naqvi, University of British Columbia
782. Khalia Byrd, UCLA ‘20
783. Matthew King, University of California, Riverside
784. Brian Ruppert, Kanagawa University, Japan
785. Aditi Chandra, University of California, Merced
786. Anthony D. Medrano, Yale-NUS College
787. Soo Ryon Yoon, Lingnan University, Hong Kong
788. Lilian Higashiakta, University of British Columbia
789. Aaron Mulvany, Habib University, Pakistan
790. Rashmi Singh, Ambedkar University Delhi, India
791. John DiMoia, Seoul National University, South Korea
792. Valerie C. Yap, Hong Kong Polytechnic University
793. Shraddha Chatterjee, York University
794. Dominick Scarangello, Rissho Kosei-kai International
795. Haruki Sekiguchi, University of British Columbia
796. Rajasvi Gandhi, University of Chicago ‘18
797. Lorenzo Perillo, University of Illinois at Chicago
798. Michael Roellinghoff, University of Tokyo
799. Arnika Fuhrmann, Cornell University
800. Minakshi Menon, Max Planck Institute for the History of Science, Berlin
801. Lawrence Marceau, University of Auckland (ret.)
802. Johannes L. Kurz, Universiti Brunei Darussalam
803. Ricarda Brosch, Courtauld Institute of Art, London
804. Rory Lindsay, University of California, Santa Barbara
805. Maja Vodopivec, Leiden University
806. Thomas Monaghan, Yale University
807. Ming Tiampo, Carleton University
808. D. Christian Lammerts, Rutgers University
809. Harry Yi-Jui Wu, The University of Hong Kong
810. Benjamin Schonthal, University of Otago
811. Gavin H. Whitelaw, Harvard University
812. Vincent S. Leung, Lingnan University
813. Rebecca Robinson, Hong Kong Baptist University
814. Ping-hsiao Alice Lin, Chinese University of Hong Kong
815. Neelima Jeychandran, Pennsylvania State University
816. Alleson II Decena Villota, University of Tokyo
817. Rebecca Tompkins, Senshu University
818. Kevin Michael Smith, Independent Scholar
819. Guttorm Norberg Gundersen, Harvard University
820. Brian Steininger, Princeton University
821. Francis Tom Temprosa, University of Michigan and Ateneo de Manila University
822. Rachel Min Park, Literary Translator and Independent Scholar
823. David Kenley, Dakota State University
824. BuYun Chen, Swarthmore College
825. Karen S Farrell, Indiana University
826. Lorenzo Andolfatto, Heidelberg University
827. Albrecht Knauber, Heidelberg University
828. Cynthia Brokaw, Brown University
829. Ashton Lazarus, Kyushu University
830. Jason Cody Douglass, Yale University
831. Kristina Buhrman, Florida State University
832. Ayako Kano, University of Pennsylvania
833. Anna Lee, Harvard University
834. Charles Hallisey, Harvard Divinity School
835. Leslie Hempson, Denison University
836. David Atwill, Penn State
837. Baryon Tensor Posadas, University of Minnesota
838. Jyana S. Browne, University of Maryland
839. Cemil Aydin, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
840. Kathryn Hemmann, University of Pennsylvania
841. Jessica Nakamura, University of California, Santa Barbara
842. Ian M. Miller, St. John’s University
843. Mark Lincicome, Independent Scholar
844. Anne Allison, Duke University
845. Shuhua Fan, University of Scranton
846. Narendra Subramanian, McGill University
847. Hiromu Nagahara, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
848. Dennis J. Frost, Kalamazoo College
849. Jennifer L. Gaynor, University at Buffalo, SUNY
850. Alan Johnson, Idaho State University
851. Thomas Borchert, University of Vermont
852. Kuansong Victor, Zhuang, University of Illinois at Chicago/ Macquarie University
853. Robert Ramsey, University of Maryland
854. Zelideth Maria Rivas, Marshall University
855. Beth M. Carter, Case Western Reserve University
856. Dorothy C Wong, University of Virginia
857. Nathen Clerici, SUNY New Paltz
858. Akira Shimizu, Wilkes University
859. Junko Yamazaki, UCLA
860. Wei Wang, University of Virginia
861. Peter Zarrow, University of Connecticut
862. Yunshuang Zhang, Wayne State University
863. Xianan Jin, SOAS, University of London
864. Mrinalini Sinha, University of Michigan, USA
865. Mackenzie Fox, Columbia University
866. John R. Shepherd, University of Virginia
867. Elizabeth Parke, University of Toronto
868. Jungha Shin, University of Paris
869. Elena Valussi, Loyola University Chicago
870. Seiji Shirane, City College of New York
871. Alisha Elizabeth Cherian, Stanford University
872. Taylor Easum, Indiana State University
873. Sudipa Topdar, Illinois State University
874. Sarah Walsh, UCLA
875. Jingjing Li, Leiden University
876. Lindsay Yotsukura, University of Maryland, College Park
877. Namita Sugandhi, Hartwick College
878. Evan Dawley, Goucher College
879. Yong Liu, Hebei Academy of Social Sciences in China
880. Shantanu Nevrekar, Stanford University
881. Tracy Miller, Vanderbilt University
882. Alexa Russo, Stanford University
883. Kathryn Page-Lippsmeyer, University of Southern California
884. Jinyi Liu, IFA, New York University
885. Rachel Saunders, Harvard Art Museums
886. Nicole Willock, Old Dominion University
887. Grace H. Zhou, Stanford University
888. Eddy U, UC Davis
889. Hiroko Sugawara, University of California, Santa Barbara
890. Kirstin Ringelberg, Elon University
891. Eugenia Lean, Columbia University
892. Rehanna Kheshgi, St. Olaf College
893. Kristina Kleutghen, Washington University in St. Louis
894. Tyler Feezell, Arizona State University
895. Elsa B. Kania, Harvard University
896. Hong Zhang, Colby College
897. David Germano, University of Virginia
898. Takashi Toyoshima, Tohoku Gakuin University
899. Genevieve Tan, University of Pennsylvania
900. Shang Yasuda, University of Pennsylvania
901. Amy Gordanier, College of Charleston
902. Jim Cheng, Columbia University
903. Michelle Damian, Monmouth College
904. Andrew Quintman, Wesleyan University
905. Kyle Ikeda, University of Vermont
906. Syd Low, Columbia University
907. Michael Stanley-Baker, Nanyang Technological University
908. Brigid E. Vance, Lawrence University
909. Laura Ha Reizman, UCLA
910. Allison Alexy, University of Michigan
911. Rossella Ferrari, SOAS University of London
912. Kendall Marchman, University of Georgia
914. Jordi Serrano-Muñoz, Colegio de México
915. Jinny Jessica McGill, Penn State
916. Themal Ellawala, University of Illinois at Chicago
917. Matthew Shutzer, University of California, Berkeley
918. Purvi Mehta, Colorado College
919. Xinyue Yuan, University of California, Irvine
920. William B Noseworthy, McNeese State University
921. Norma Field, University of Chicago
922. Joanne Bernardi, University of Rochester
923. Tyler Williams, University of Chicago
924. Annabella Pitkin, Lehigh University
925. Lindsay S. R. Jolvette, University of Southern California
926. Erin Collins, American University
927. Nina Toft Djanegara, Stanford University
928. Jonathan Dresner, Pittsburg State University, Kansas
929. Joseph Henares, Princeton University
930. Min Joo Lee, Wellesley College
931. Sharika Thiranagama, Stanford University
932. Ellen Huang, ArtCenter College of Design
933. Di Lu, Tel Aviv University, Israel
934. Laura W. Ng, Stanford University
935. Joel Neville Anderson, Purchase College, SUNY
936. Kyoko Omori, Hamilton College
937. Jennifer L. Smith, UNC Chapel Hill
938. James Dorsey, Dartmouth College
939. Seulsam Lee, York University
940. Raymond Pun, Alder Graduate School of Education
941. Pranav Prakash, University of Iowa
942. Shobhna Iyer, Stanford University
943. Daniel Bass, Cornell University
944. Julie Nelson Davis, University of Pennsylvania
945. Patricia Sauthoff, University of Alberta
946. Frederick R. Dickinson, University of Pennsylvania
947. Amala Lane, East Asia Program, Cornell University
948. Katia Chaterji, University of Washington
949. Y. Connie Yuan, Cornell University
950. Cameron L. White, University of Michigan
951. Kaja McGowan, Cornell University
952. Lisa Rofel, University of California, Santa Cruz
953. Kristin Schreiner, UCLA
954. Ann Marie Davis, Ohio State University
955. Kacie Miura, University of San Diego
956. Brittany Puller, University of Michigan
957. Yan Zhong, University of Michigan
958. Nida Kirmani, Lahore University of Management Sciences
959. Yoon Sun Yang, Boston University
960. George Dutton, UCLA
961. Rachelle Scott, University of Tennessee
962. Osama Siddiqui, Providence College
963. Harkiran Kaur Sodhi, Cornell University
964. Bhanubhatra Jittiang, Chulalongkorn University, Thailand
965. Namita Vijay Dharia, Rhode Island School of Design
966. Nancy Eberhardt, Knox College
967. Michael G. Chang, George Mason University
968. Michael Herzfeld, Harvard University
969. Purnima Dhavan, University of Washington, Seattle
970. Mithi Mukherjee, University of Colorado, Boulder
971. Erik W. Davis, Macalester College, St. Paul
972. John P. Mertz, North Carolina State University
973. Deborah L. Stein, San Francisco State University and California College of Arts
974. Allison Bernard, Wesleyan University
975. Christian Sorace, Colorado College
976. Henry Woodland, School of Oriental and African Studies
977. Katherine Dimmery, University of Michigan
978. Noriko Asato, University of Hawaii
979. William H. Baxter, University of Michigan
980. Megan M. Ferry, Union College, NY
981. Jeffrey Gan, The University of Texas at Austin
982. Winston Kyan, University of Utah
983. Eliza F. Kent, Skidmore College
984. Nicola Tannenbaum, Lehigh University, emeritus
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985. Aparajita Das, UC Berkeley
986. Belinda He, University of Washington, Seattle
987. Suong Thai, UCLA
988. Bradly Reed, University of Virginia
989. Ruby MacDougall, University of Michigan
990. Keyao “Kyle” Pan, University of Chicago
991. Wonhee Cho, Academy of Korean Studies, South Korea
992. Arvind-Pal S. Mandair, University of Michigan
993. Erin L. Brightwell, University of Michigan
994. Kiana Ny, University of Massachusetts - Boston
995. Michael G. Vann, Sacramento State University
996. Aastha Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru University
997. Garrett Bredell, Yale University
998. Nancy Florida, University of Michigan
999. Monika Mehta, Binghamton University
1000. Jan Bardsley, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
1001. Lorilial Biernacki, Univ of Colorado, Boulder
1002. Anna Nguyen, University of Washington
1003. Donald Lopez, University of Michigan
1004. Darcie DeAngelo, Binghamton University New York
1005. Arnab Dey, State University of New York at Binghamton
1006. Laurie Lee, Harvard University
1007. Niklas Foxeus, Stockholm University
1008. Mark Mullins, University of Auckland
1009. Audrey Wu Clark, United States Naval Academy
1010. Reginald Jackson, University of Michigan
1011. Yasser Gowayed, Cornell University
1012. Angie Chau, University of Victoria
1013. Andrea E. Pia, LSE Anthropology
1014. Yang Shen, Boston University
1015. Timothy Weston, University of Colorado, Boulder
1016. Ariana Maki, University of Virginia
1017. Damcho Diana Finnegan, Independent scholar (Instituto Budadharma)
1018. Gregory M. Clines, Trinity University
1019. Pattaratorn Chirapravati, California State University, Sacramento
1020. Raechel Dumas, San Diego State University
1021. Jessica Madison Pískatá UC Santa Cruz
1022. Laura Harrington, Boston University
1023. Rae Dachille, University of Arizona
1024. Markus Nornes, University of Michigan
1025. Greg Levine, UC Berkeley
1026. Xinyu Guan, Cornell University
1027. Baatra Erdene-Ochir, University of California, Santa Barbara
1028. Laura A. S. Grande, University of Michigan
Jun Hu, UC Berkeley
Minwoo Jung, University of Southern California
Matt Wills, UC San Diego
Geoffrey Barstow, Oregon State University
Riga Shakya, Columbia University
Utathya Chattopadhyaya, University of California, Santa Barbara
John Pincince, Loyola University-Chicago
Jue Liang, Denison University
Caleb Carter, Kyushu University
Russell Burge, Yale University
S.E. Kile, University of Michigan
Hannah E. Dahlberg-Dodd, Independent Scholar
Ashim Datta, Cornell University
Holly Gayley, University of Colorado Boulder
Diana Kim, Georgetown University
Pema McLaughlin, Northwestern University
Alice Casalini, University of Chicago
Uranchimeg Tsultem, Herron School of Art and Design, IUPUI
Amy Stanley, Northwestern University
Wendy Matsumura, UC San Diego
Caitlin Casiello, Yale University
Lin Du, UCLA
Jeongsu Shin, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Viktor Shmagin, Colby College
Wanmeng Li, UCLA
Deanna T. Nardy, Columbia University
Yeong Ran Kim, Brown University
David Templeman, Monash University and LaTrobe University, Australia
Madhusudan Rimal, University of Alberta
Prema Kurien, Syracuse University
Jacqueline Stone, Princeton University
Max Oidtmann, Georgetown University Qatar
Santhi Kavuri-Bauer, San Francisco State University
Gary Wintz, Independent Tour Lecturer
Gray Tuttle, Columbia University
Chuck Wooldridge, Lehman College, CUNY
Tobias Harris
Chelsea Zi Wang, Claremont McKenna College
Jonathan Feuer, UCLA
Chiara Pavone, UCLA
Cameron Foltz, Columbia University
rodo pfister, RIHAELS
Chandra Talpade Mohanty, Syracuse University
Jason Petrulis, The Education University of Hong Kong
1073. Yijun Wang, New York University
1074. Michelle L. Hauk, Columbia University
1075. Gabrielle Haley, Independent Scholar
1076. David Brophy, University of Sydney
1077. Adam Bohnet, King's University College at Western
1078. Eric Siercks, UCLA
1079. Sebastian Peel, UC Berkeley
1080. Gerard A. Postiglione, The University of Hong Kong
1081. Donghyun Woo, UCLA
1082. Trude Jacobsen, Northern Illinois University
1083. Luke Whitmore, University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point
1084. Sharon Domier, University of Massachusetts Amherst
1085. Melanie Sayuri Dominguez, University of New Mexico
1086. Lalita du Perron, Stanford University
1087. Courtney Bruntz, Doane University
1088. Miriam Stark, University of Hawai'i at Mānoa
1089. Ann Suk, UNC-Chapel Hill
1090. Jason Serrano, SUNY New Paltz
1091. Rania Huntington, University of Wisconsin, Madison
1092. Simona Lazzerini, Stanford University
1093. William H. Ma, Louisiana State University
1094. Odessa Gonzalez Benson, University of Michigan
1095. Brian Bernards, University of Southern California
1096. Sangyop Lee, Stanford University
1097. Marlene J. Mayo, University of Maryland, College Park, Emerita
1098. Daena Funahashi, University of California, Berkeley
1099. Li Guo, Utah State University
1100. Kimberley Thomas, Temple University
1101. Charles Crabtree, Dartmouth College
1102. Claire Chun, UC Berkeley
1103. Yu-chi Chang, Brown University
1104. Harrison Schley, University of Pennsylvania
1105. Elaine Lai, Stanford University
1106. Christina Fink, George Washington University
1107. Bruce Winkelman, University of Chicago
1108. Hsiao-Lan Hu, University of Detroit Mercy
1109. Benjamin A. Engel, Seoul National University
1110. Seiji Lippit, University of California, Los Angeles
1111. Tom Newhall, UCLA
1112. Minji Kim, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
1113. Phillip Lipsy, University of Toronto
1114. Daniel G. Fridrich, Hosei University
1115. Lucas Wolf, Arizona State University
1116. Bruce Rusk, University of British Columbia
1117. Victoria Davis, UCLA
1118. Michael Emmerich, UCLA
1119. Satoko Shimazaki, UCLA
1120. Eva Lu, York University, Toronto
1121. Kirk Kanesaka, UCLA
1122. Jeffrey Niedermaier, Yale
1123. Sung Ha Yun, UCLA
1124. Vivian Y. Choi, St. Olaf College
1125. Dilshanie Perera, Stanford University
1126. Deborah Price, UCLA
1127. Jeehyun Choi, University of California, Berkeley
1128. Bethany Elkington, University of Illinois at Chicago
1129. Pingtjin Thum, University of Oxford
1130. Trevor Menders, Harvard University
1131. Kim Fernandes, University of Pennsylvania
1132. Wamae Muriuki, University of Nairobi
1133. Sebastian Maslow, Sendai Shirayuri Women’s University
1134. Ekaterina Komova, Columbia University
1135. Catherine Scheer, Ecole Française d’Extrême-Orient, Paris
1136. Jan M. A. van der Valk, ISTB, University of Vienna
1137. Kimberly Icreverzti, Independent Scholar
1138. Peter Frankopan, University of Oxford
1139. Michael Montesano, ISEAS-Yusof Ishak Institute
1140. Xiaoming Hou, École Pratique des Hautes Études
1141. Aura Di Febo, University of Liedes
1142. Ann Waltner, University of Minnesota
1143. John Draper, Khon Kaen University
1144. Yuhki Tajima, Georgetown University
1145. Shakhar Rahav, University of Haifa
1146. Elisha Renne, University of Michigan
1147. Ralph Litzinger, Duke University
1148. Heidi Østbo Haugen, University of Oslo
1149. Luciana Galliano (Independent scholar, Turin-Italy)
1150. Mohammed Alsdairi, King Faisal Center for Research and Islamic Studies
1151. Kyoko Matsunaga, Kobe City University of Foreign Studies
1152. Michael Gorman, Hiroshima City University
1153. Nicola McClements, SOAS
1154. Michael Gibbs Hill, William & Mary
1155. Sayaka Chatani, National University of Singapore
1156. Leah Lettieri, Columbia University
1157. Kawahashi Noriko, Nichibunken
1158. Yidian Huang
1159. Tina Phillips Johnson, Saint Vincent College
1160. Jong Woo Park, UCLA
Laura Hein, Northwestern University
Katarina Turpeinen, University of Virginia
HOSHINO Seiji, Kokugakuin University
Abigail MacBain, Columbia University
Jason Josephson Storm, Williams College
Patrick Chung, University of Maryland, College Park
Aurelia Campbell, Boston College
Lisa I. Knight, Furman University
Bradley S. Clough, Penn State University
Ana Paula dos Santos Salvat, Universidade de São Paulo
Azalea Lee, Harvard University
Paula Arai, Louisiana State University
Sarah Schneewind, UC, San Diego
Chul Namgung, UCLA
Daniel Aldrich, Northeastern University
Kip G Hutchins, Oberlin College
James Gerien-Chen, Columbia University
Yaffa Truelove, University of Colorado at Boulder
Peter Cave, University of Manchester
Steven Day, Benedictine University
Matthew Kapstein, EPHE, Paris, and the University of Chicago
Elizabeth Wijaya, University of Toronto
Jaewook Lee, Boston University
Oona Paredes, University of California, Los Angeles
Jeconiah Louis Dreisbach, De La Salle University (Philippines)
Brian Lander, Brown University
Joanne Punzo Waghorne, Syracuse University
Erica Yao, Stanford University
Petya Andreeva, The New School
Joan Gears
Emma Martin, University of Manchester
Mitra Sharafi, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Momina Toseef, Syracuse University
Amy Catalinac, New York University
Sylvia Wu, University of Chicago
Yuxin Qin, Harvard University
Jann Ronis, Buddhist Digital Resource Center
Christina Welsch, The College of Wooster
Philip Friedrich, University of Pennsylvania
Laura Jo-Han Wen, Randolph-Macon College
Elijah J. Greenstein, Harvard University
Lindsey Stirek, The Ohio State University
Anatoly Detwyler, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Jane Caple, Independent Scholar
1249. Suzy Kim, Rutgers University-New Brunswick
1250. C. Harrison Kim, University of Hawaii at Manoa
1251. Q.Z. Lau, University of California, Santa Barbara
1252. Ulug Kuzuoglu, Washington University in St. Louis
1253. Elizabeth Reynolds, Columbia University
1254. Kaeun Park, University of Michigan
1255. Mary C. Brinton, Harvard University
1256. Egan P. Meaux, University of Arkansas
1257. Catherine L. Phipps, University of Memphis
1258. Divya Cherian, Princeton University
1259. Nimisha Thakur, Syracuse University
1260. Angela Rudert, Colgate University
1261. Mengjun Li, University of Puget Sound
1262. Alexander Francis-Ratte, Furman University
1263. Debashree Mukherjee, Columbia University
1264. Siobhanie Cook, UCLA
1265. Joseph Lawson, Newcastle University, UK
1266. Lisa Trivedi, Hamilton College
1267. Mitsutaka Nakamura, Washington University in St. Louis
1268. Mark Lush, University of Toronto
1269. Monica H. Green, Independent Scholar
1270. Anupreksha Jain, Michigan State University
1271. Kestrel Ward, University of Florida
1272. H. Yumi Kim, Johns Hopkins University
1273. Hanno Jentzsch, Vienna University
1274. Sam van Schaik, The British Library
1275. Elizabeth Williams-Oerberg, University of Copenhagen
1276. Rahul Parson, University of Colorado, Boulder
1277. Katiana M. Bague, University of Florida
1278. Cindi Textor, University of Utah
1279. Emile Dirks, University of Toronto
1280. Joan Ericson, Colorado College
1281. Haihui Zhang, University of Pittsburgh
1282. Twanna Hodge, University of Florida
1283. Minseung Kim, UCLA
1284. Margaux Salz, Paris Institute of International Affairs
1285. Béatrice Jaluzot University of Lyon
1286. Joshua Mostow, University of British Columbia, Canada
1287. Sharalyn Orbaugh, University of British Columbia, Canada
1288. Raoul Birnbaum, University of California, Santa Cruz
1289. Jieun Kim, University of Leeds, UK
1290. Anna Bigelow, Stanford University
1291. Chie Ikeya, Rutgers University
1292. David Leheny, Waseda University
1293. Luisa Elena Mengoni, The British Library
1294. Samuel J. Timinsky, University of Wisconsin-Madison
1295. Matthew P. Keller, University of Southern California
1296. Katherine Matsuura, Harvard University
1297. Elora Shehabuddin, Rice University
1298. Linda White, Middlebury College
1299. Steve Snyder, Middlebury College
1300. Hansun Hsiung, Durham University
1301. Yu Li, Loyola Marymount University
1302. Fabio Rambelli, University of California, Santa Barbara
1303. Liz Carter, UCLA
1304. Yusuke Wajima, Osaka University
1305. Kristopher W. Kersey, UCLA
1306. Adhy Kim, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
1307. Gwyn McClelland, University of New England, Armidale, NSW
1308. Marcia Yonemoto, University of Colorado Boulder
1309. Meredith Schweig, Emory University
1310. Christoph Anderl, Ghent University
1311. Elena G. Mailander, University of California, Santa Barbara
1312. Mark Ravina, University of Texas, Austin
1313. Anne Gerritsen, University of Warwick
1314. Chenchen Zhang, Queen’s University Belfast
1315. John B. Thompson, Columbia University
1316. Blair Williams, Independent Scholar
1317. Kristen Looney, Georgetown University
1318. Amanda Dozier, Rocky Mountain College of Art and Design
1319. Michael Dylan Foster, University of California, Davis
1320. Michiko Suzuki, University of California, Davis
1321. Samantha Vortherms, University of California, Irvine
1322. Lori Watt, Washington University in St. Louis
1323. Alexandra De Leon, Northwestern University
1324. Derek Kramer, University of Toronto
1325. Molly Des Jardin, Independent Scholar
1326. Koichi Nakano, Sophia University
1327. Mac Gill, Independent Scholar
1328. Eun Jeong Choi, New York University
1329. Winslow Robertson, IESE Business School
1330. Steven Braun, Independent Scholar
1331. Beverly Bossler, University of California, Davis
1332. Alice Y. Tseng, Boston University
1333. Mark Halperin, University of California, Davis
1334. Nobuko Koyama, University of California, Davis
1335. Timothy R. Romans, Emory University
1336. Xiaoling Shu, University of California Davis
1337. Christopher Lamont, Tokyo International University
1338. Howard Chiang, University of California, Davis
1339. Susette Min, University of California, Davis
1340. Austin C. Parks, Loyola University Maryland
1341. Natsumi Hayashi, Florida State University
1342. Eliana Ritts, New York University
1343. Matthew Hamm, University of British Columbia
1344. Bettina Gramlich-Oka, Sophia University
1345. John Ostermiller, University of Nevada, Reno
1346. Thomas Pepinsky, Cornell University
1347. Lina Koleilat, Australian National University
1348. Yusaku Horiuchi, Dartmouth College
1349. Archana Venkatesan, University of California, Davis
1350. Bruce Batten, Inter-University Center for Japanese Language Studies
1351. E.K. Tan, Stony Brook University
1352. Ralph H. Craig III, Stanford University
1353. Christopher Diamond, Australian National University
1354. Seth Powell, Harvard University
1355. Jaclyn Michael, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga
1356. Sailaja Krishnamurti, Saint Mary’s University, Halifax
1357. Noah Guynn, University of California, Davis
1358. Aleksandar Uskokov, Yale University
1359. Jennifer D. Ortegren, Middlebury College
1360. Caitlin Adkins, University of Pennsylvania
1361. Asato Ikeda, Fordham University
1362. Lance E. Nelson University of San Diego
1363. Oliver S. Crocco, Louisiana State University
1364. Katherine Scahill, University of Pennsylvania
1365. Christopher Patrick Miller, Loyola Marymount University
1366. Raja Adal, University of Pittsburgh
1367. Anna Seastrand, University of Minnesota
1368. Christine Marrewa-Karwoski, Bowdoin College
1369. John Nemec, University of Virginia
1370. Vasudha Narayanan, University of Florida
1371. Kay Shimizu, University of Pittsburgh
1372. Lisa Brooks, University of California, Berkeley
1373. Gautam Kundu, Georgia Southern University
1374. Ko Maeda, University of North Texas
1375. James Reich, Pace University
1376. Leah Comeau, University of the Sciences, Philadelphia
1377. Jonathan E. Abel, Penn State University
1378. Whitney Kelting, Northeastern University, Boston
1379. Allison Miller, Southwestern University
1380. Phillip Guingona, Wells College
1381. Emilia Bachrach, Oberlin College
1382. Leela Prasad, Duke University
1383. Amy Holmes-Tagchungdarpa, Occidental College
1384. Chunjie Zhang, University of California-Davis
1385. Mary B. Young, independent scholar
1386. Cheryl Ross, University of California-Davis
1387. Jeffery D. Long, Elizabethtown College
1388. Elissa Domingo Badiqué, Cornell University
1389. Dominique Townsend, Bard College
1390. Kendra Strand, University of Iowa
1391. Sarah M. Allen, Williams College
1392. Christopher M. B. Nugent, Williams College
1393. Mark McConaghy, National Sun Yat-sen University, Taiwan
1394. Pauline Lee, Saint Louis University
1395. Maho Miyazaki, Columbia University
1396. Arya Adityan, Florida State University
1397. Ben Dorman, Nanzan University
1398. Yongwoo Lee, Sogang University
1399. Jamie Coates, University of Sheffield
1400. Benjamin Fleming, Brooklyn College
1401. Yumi Murayama, Nanzan Institute for Religion and Culture
1402. Bill Sewell, Saint Mary's University
1403. De-nin D. Lee, Emerson College
1404. Jennifer Coates, University of Sheffield
1405. Noa Hegesh, Max Planck Institute for the History of Science
1406. Iljung Kim, University of British Columbia
1407. Emily Mokros, University of Kentucky
1408. Suzanne Newcombe, The Open University
1409. Eric Haynie, University of Michigan
1410. Vyjayanthi Selinger, Bowdoin College